DEMOCRACY IN DAKAR FILM CREDITS:

Produced By: Nomadic Wax and Sol Productions  
Producers: Ben Herson, Magee McIlvaine and Chris Moore  
Directors: Magee McIlvaine, Chris Moore and Ben Herson  
Directors of Cinematography: Magee McIlvaine & Chris Moore  
Editor: Magee McIlvaine  
Assistant Editor: Chris Moore  
Sound: Magee McIlvaine & Chris Moore  
Sound Editor: Dan Cantor  
Soundtrack: Dan Cantor (Notable Productions), Ben Herson (Nomadic Wax), the Artists from African Underground: Hip-Hop Senegal and African Underground: Depths of Dakar  
Technical Consultant: Erich Ludwig  
Public Relations and Promotion: Ben Herson  
Public Relations and Promotion Assistants: Erich Ludwig, Maureen Masterson, Ben Herson  
Promotion Assistance: Claudia Schwartz, Breese McIlvaine, Vivi Lapidus  
Academic Outreach: Breese McIlvaine  
Assistant Camera Man: Bocar Sy, Ben Herson, Vivi Lapidus  
Dakar Shorts Editor: Christopher Moore, Magee McIlvaine  
Dakar Fixer: Abdou Diop, Ben Herson, Abdoulaye Aw  
Additional Field Organizing Assistance: Cheikh Teuw, Bocar Sy  
Translators: Abdou Diop, Keyti, Magee McIlvaine, Abdoulaye Aw, Fatou Kine Liddell, Philip Cartelli, Jen Westmoreland Bouchard  
French Subtitles: Jen Westmoreland Bouchard  
Graphic Design: Ben Herson, Ken Tanabe  
Intro Graphics: Ken Tanabe  
Lawyers: Mary Brody (Sol Productions), Brian Mencher Esq (Nomadic Wax)  
Newspaper Clippings and Photos: Le Journal Thiey, Quotidien Walf Grand Place, Mise, Au Point, Le Populaire, L'As, L'Observateur, Express News, Le Soleil  
Photographers: Ben Herson, Magee McIlvaine, Chris Moore, Vivi Lapidus

Cast: (IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE)
DJ Geblik  
Eye Witness (Wa Geble)  
Baye Sooley  
Didier Awadi  
Keyti  
Xuman  
Datshyt - Sidaty Ba (Dabless)  
Modou Konat (Sen Kumpe)  
Books (Sen Kumpe)  
Ibrahima Ndoye  
Jah - Tigrim Bi
Becaye - Ful Niggaz crew
Matador - Wa BMG 44
Aziz Ndiaye
Fadji - Tigrim Bi
P Blo
Foumalade and Bat Blin D
Pape Gueye
Fata
African Underground Allstars (Chosan, KG, Ernesto Abreau, Ben Rogerson, Raja Kassis, Chauncey Yearwood, Eli Efi, Ben Herson, DJ Boo, Eugene Cho)
Ndongo D - Daara J
Jojo Badji - Yat Fu
Djiby Daddy
Bakhaw
Carlou D
El Hadj
Gina
Fatim
Prof. Serigne Ndiaye
Abdoulaye Aw
Pato
Gofu
Fallou Gueye
Gee Bays
War Click
Ousman
Tafa - Baat Sen
Rose Skelton - BBC
Abdoulaye Wade
Birima Fall
Fatou Jagne Senghore
Yella
Bambino
Gaston
Modou
Books
Dame Babu
Nix

FEATURED INTERVIEWS
Keyti
Gaston
Rose Skelton
Serigne Ndiaye
Pape Gueye
Matador
Xuman
Fatou Jagne-Senghore
Birima Fall
ambino
Eye-Witness
Pato
Farafina
Da Brains
Tigrim-Bi
Jojo
Didier Awadi
Aziz Ndiaye
Fallou Gueye
Ndongo D
Sen Kumpe
Abdoulaye Aw
Dame Babu
Ousman
Fata
Tafa

MUSIC CREDITS

1. Wa Geble- "Bett Set"
   Performed by Eyewitness (Wageble)
   Beat Overdub- Ben Herson
   Written by Wa Geble

2. Keyti- "Parelle (Get Ready)"
   Performed by Keyti and Xuman
   Written by Keyti

3. Wageble- "Senegal"
   Performed by Eyewitness and Datshyt
   Written by Wa Geble
   One People Trust

4. Kora Interlude

5. Sen Kumpe- "Niawal"
   Performed by Sen Kumpe
   Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
   Vocals: Sen Kumpe
   Keys: Dave Wake
   Guitar: Ben Rogerson and Dan Cantor
   Bass: Lenny Bradford
Drums: Ben Herson
Perc: Ben Herson and Dan Cantor
Publishing: Nomadic Wax Publishing
From the album-
African Underground: Depths of Dakar

6. Matador- "Kikanla"
Performed by Matador
Written by Matador (Wa BMG 44)

7. "Rapper's Delight" Performed by Aziz Ndiaye
Lyrics by Sugarhill Gang

8. "Freestyle"
Performed by Eyewitness & Datshyt

9. "Freestyle"
Performed by Keyti

10. "Hip-Hop"
Performed by Tigrim Bi

Produced By: Ben Herson & Dan Cantor

Vocals: Tigrim Bi
Keys: Dave Wake
Mellotron and Synths: Dan Cantor
Guitar: Ben Rogerson
Bass: Dan Cantor
Drums: Ben Herson
Publishing: Nomadic Wax Publishing
From the album-
African Underground: Depths of Dakar

11. "Wa Geble"
Performed by Wa Geble
One People Trust

12. "It's a Takeover"
Performed by Keyti
13. "Freestyle"
Performed by Da Brains

14. "Alhamdouliliah"
Performed by Sen Kumpe

15. "Li Guen Pt 2"
Performed by Omzo
Produced By: Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
Vocals: Omzo
Guitar and Charango: Dan Cantor
Bass: Dan Cantor
Drums: Ben Herson
Publishing: Nomadic Wax Publishing
From the album -
African Underground: Depths of Dakar

16. "Changer Sama Vie"
Performed by Farafina

17. "Freestyle"
Performed by Jojo Badji

18. "J'Accuse"
Performed by Awadi
From the album -
'Un Autre Monde est Possible'

19. "Freestyle"
Performed by Wa Geble

20. "Zig Zag Riddim"
Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
Originally featured as the
Instrumental on Omzo "Jaam Jeex Na"
Balafon by Balla Kouyate
21. "Balafone Interlude 1"
Produced by Dan Cantor
Balafone by Balla Kouyate

22. "Samba Taali - Instrumental"
Produced by Samba Taali
Balafone by Balla Kouyate

23. "Fresh Time - Instrumental"
Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
Drums - Ben Herson
Rhodes - Dan Cantor
Percussion - Ben Herson
Trumpet - Eric Biondo
Bass - Dan Jeselsohn
From the album -
African Underground: Depths of Dakar

24. Pato- "Papa Noel"
Performed by Pato

25. Tigrim Bi- "Tigrim Bi"
Performed by Tigrim Bi

26. Xuman- "Askan Gi"
Written and Performed by Xuman
Courtesy of Dabel Records

27. Wa Geble- "Freestyle"
Performed by Wa Geble

28. Keyti- "Freestyle"
Performed by Keyti

29. Adama- "Aduna Bi"
Performed by Adama
Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
Drums: Ben Herson & Leroy Horsemouth Wallace
Keys: Ben Herson
Bass: Dan Jeselsohn
Guitar: Ben Rogerson
Keys: Dave Wake
Keys and Percussion: Dan Cantor
From the album-
African Underground: Depths of Dakar

30. Baye Moussa- "Represent My People"
Performed by Moussa Sall

31. Baye Moussa- "Ghetto"
Performed by Moussa Sall

32. "Desperate Situation - Instrumental"
Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor

33. Pato- "Papa Noel"
Performed by Pato

34. Yat Fu- "Art Attendan"
Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
Performed by Yat Fu
From the album-
African Underground: Hip-Hop Senegal

35. Xuman- "Freestyle"
Performed by Xuman

36. Keyti- "Freestyle"
Performed by Keyti

37. "Balafone Interlude"
Performed by Balla Kouyate
Produced by Dan Cantor
38. "Serious Threat"
Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor

39. Batt Sen - "Courage"
Performed by Tafa

40. Gaston - "Wallu"
Performed and Produced by Gaston
Featured on the album -
YEK SOGGA NEK

41. Sen Kumpe - "Deglu Xel"
Performed by Sen Kumpe
Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
From the album -
African Underground: Hip-Hop Senegal

42. Lamine Toure - "Sabar Interludes"
Performed by Lamine Toure
From the album -
Lamine Toure & Group Saloum

43. Xuman - "Yaa Tey"
Performed by Xuman
Dabel Records
From the album - "Gunman"

44. "Calm Before the Storm - Instrumental"
Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
Balafone - Balla Kouyate

45. "Classic Instrumental"
Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
Balafone - Balla Kouyate

46. "Ndongo D Freestyle"
Performed by Ndongo D

47. "Propaganda Instrumental"
Produced by Ben Herson
Nomadic Wax Publishing

48. Tafa - "Vampires"
Performed by Tafa (Batt Sen)

49. "Samba Talli's Revenge"
Produced by Samba Taali

50. Young Kid- "Young Kid Solo"
Sabar drumming by Lamine Toure

51. Jojo- "All I Want"
Performed by Jojo
Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
Publishing: Nomadic Wax Publishing
From the album -
African Underground: Depths of Dakar

52. Keyti- "Freestyle"
Performed by Keyti

53. Ndongo D- "Freestyle"
Performed by Ndong D (Daara J)

54. Fatim- "Real Woman"
Performed by Fatim
Produced by: Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
Drums: Ben Herson
Guitar: Justin Rothberg
Bass: Dan Jeselsohn
Horn Arrangement and Bass: Dan Cantor
Sax: Ben Jaffe
Scratching: DJ Boo
Arrangement: Dan Cantor & Ben Herson
From the album-
African Underground: Depths of Dakar

55. Sen Kumpe - "Freedom"
Performed by Sen Kumpe
From the album - 'Freedom'

56. Pato - "Keep it Real"
Performed by: Pato
Produced by Ben Herson & Dan Cantor
Publishing: Nomadic Wax Publishing
From the album-
'African Underground: Depths of Dakar'